Press Release – “My Baby Don't Know (acoustic)”
The 2015 release by Australian indie-folk Singer-songwriter Alex Edwards:

Chromatic confusions and blues resolutions explicate the pith of “My Baby Don't Know” - the first ever single released by
“Alex Edwards” as an emerging Singer-songwriter – and a classic song in the minds of so many fans in the years since.
What is it, Alex Edwards might have to answer one day, is it exactly that his baby doesn't know? The truth is that love's ruin
offers maybe one consolation – that all along, we were submitted to something more profound as the victim... that the
softer heart shatters further apart in so many more pieces than the perpetrator's... because love does have its court.
Whether it manifests in song, or in art else, the real truth of justice is that it that the mercy falls upon the just eventually.
And while we lick our manifold wounds meanwhile, there is a sense of beauty that “My Baby Don't Know” ensnares. So
many solar cycles later, this song remains the watchword of Alex Edwards' career, a well-liked tune for captive audiences
and a resonating anthem for his closest allies. An epithet for his eccentric songwriting, surely, “My Baby Don't Know”
represents Alex Edwards' first album “Flight Frost” accurately and remains forever as the beginning of a magical story of
composition and hardened, rock poetry.
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